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OPINION IN REVIEW OF ANTOINE VERMETTE SUSPENSION 

The National Hockey League Players’ Association (“NHLPA”), on behalf of Antoine 

Vermette, has sought review of an automatic ten (10) game suspension issued pursuant to Rule 

40.3 (“Automatic Suspension – Category II”) of the League’s Playing Rules as a result of an 

incident that occurred on February 14, 2017, during a game between the Anaheim Ducks and the 

Minnesota Wild.  In accordance with my authority and responsibility under Playing Rule 40.5 

and Article 18.17 of the CBA, I hereby determine that: 

1. The On-Ice Officials appropriately determined that Mr. Vermette’s conduct 

constituted a Category II violation pursuant to the terms of Playing Rule 40.3 

(“Automatic Suspension – Category II”).   

2. Mr. Vermette shall be suspended for a total of ten (10) games, the minimum provided 

for under Playing Rule 40.3, inclusive of the four (4) games already missed as of the 

date of this decision.   

THE RULE AT ISSUE 

 Rule 40 (Physical Abuse of Officials) provides in relevant part as follows:  

40.1 Game Misconduct – Any player who deliberately applies physical 
force in any manner against an official, in any manner attempts to injure 
an official, physically demeans, or deliberately applies physical force to an 
official solely for the purpose of getting free of such an official during or 
immediately following an altercation shall receive a game misconduct 
penalty.  In addition, the following (40.2, 40.3, 40.4) disciplinary penalties 
shall apply.   

* * * 
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40.3 Automatic Suspension – Category II - Any player who deliberately 
applies physical force to an official in any manner (excluding actions as 
set out in Category I), which physical force is applied without intent to 
injure, or who spits on an official, shall be automatically suspended for not 
less than ten (10) games. 

40.4 Automatic Suspension – Category III - Any player who, by his 
actions, physically demeans an official or physically threatens an official 
by (but not limited to) throwing a stick or any other piece of equipment or 
object at or in the general direction of an official, shooting the puck at or 
in the general direction of an official, spitting at or in the general direction 
of an official, or who deliberately applies physical force to an official 
solely for the purpose of getting free of such an official during or 
immediately following an altercation shall be suspended for not less than 
three (3) games.      

40.5 Automatic Suspension – Process - Immediately after the game in 
which such game misconduct penalty is imposed, the Referees shall, in 
consultation with the Linesmen, decide the category of the offense. They 
shall make a verbal report to the League’s Director of Hockey Operations 
and advise of the category and of the offense. In addition, they shall file a 
written report to the Director of Hockey Operations in which they may 
request a review as to the adequacy of the suspension. The NHLPA, the 
player and the Club involved shall be notified of the decision of the 
Referees on the morning following the game. The League will then hold a 
conference call with the NHLPA to review the Referees application of this 
rule, and will refrain from issuing public comment affirming the Referees 
application of Rule 40 until that call is complete. 
The player or the officials may request the Commissioner to review, 
subject to the provisions of this rule, the penalty imposed by the Referees. 
Such request must be filed with the Commissioner in writing not later than 
seventy-two (72) hours following notification of the penalty. 
If a review of the incident is requested by either the player or by the 
officials, a hearing will be conducted by the Commissioner on an 
expedited basis, and best efforts will be used to provide a hearing before 
the second game missed by the player due to the automatic suspension 
imposed under this rule. The player’s suspension shall continue pending 
the outcome of the hearing by the Commissioner. 
For Category III offenses only, the Commissioner may conduct the 
hearing by telephone. For Category I and II offenses, the hearing shall be 
conducted in person. 
After any review as called for hereby, the Commissioner shall issue an 
order…. 
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(i)  sustaining the minimum suspension, or  
(ii)  increasing the number of games within the category, or 
(iii)  changing to a lower category, or  
(iv)  changing to a lower category and increasing the number of games 
within this category, or 
(v)  in the case of a Category III suspension only, reducing the number of 
games of the suspension. 
The penalties imposed under this rule shall not be deemed to limit the 
right of the Commissioner with respect to any action that he might 
otherwise take pursuant to Article 18 of the CBA. 

Article 18.17 of the CBA provides in relevant part as follows: 

18.17 Appeal of Automatic Suspension Arising from Violation of 
Playing Rules.  In any case in which a Player is subject to automatic 
suspension pursuant to the Playing Rules, the Player shall be entitled to 
appeal the discipline imposed.  The appeal shall be heard by the 
Commissioner or his designee.  The Commissioner or his designee may 
decide the appeal without holding a hearing, at his option….   
 

SUMMARY OF RELEVANT FACTS 
 
 

At approximately 7:33 of the third period of the February 14, 2017 game between the 

Anaheim Ducks and the Minnesota Wild, Linesman Shandor Alphonso conducted a face off in 

the neutral zone outside the Anaheim end zone.  Mr. Vermette took the face off on behalf of 

Anaheim.  After the puck was dropped, and the face off had been won by Minnesota, Mr. 

Vermette extended his stick and slashed Mr. Alphonso from behind in the back of the leg.  Play 

was stopped and Mr. Vermette was assessed a game misconduct penalty for Physical Abuse of 

Officials pursuant to Rule 40.1.   
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

After the game, the On-Ice Officials consulted and assessed Mr. Vermette a Game 

Misconduct for Physical Abuse of Officials, Category II, pursuant to Rule 40.3.  The Officials’ 

reports included a description by Referee Jon McIsaac indicating that he had witnessed Mr 

Vermette “stand up and look at linesman Alphonso” and that “after looking at him for a second 

or two . . . he slashed him in the back of the leg/knee area.”  Likewise, Referee Tom Kowal 

indicated that he had witnessed Mr. Vermette delivering “a short forceful blow with his stick to 

the back of the knee of linesman Alphonso” after Vermette lost the draw on the face off.  Mr. 

Alphonso’s own report indicated that he “received a slash in the back of my knee” from Mr. 

Vermette after dropping the puck.  (The fourth Official, Linesman Kiel Murchison, did not report 

witnessing the incident.)   

By email dated February 15, 2017, Deputy Commissioner Bill Daly forwarded the 

Officials’ reports to NHLPA General Counsel Don Zavelo and the telephone call provided for 

under Rule 40.5 was conducted later in the evening of February 15.  By memorandum dated 

February 17, 2017, the League informed the Club and Player as follows:   

 
Be advised that as per Rule 40.3 (Physical Abuse of Officials), Mr. Vermette 
has automatically been suspended for ten (10) games, commencing with your 
Club’s game against Florida on February 17, 2017 and concluding with the 
completion of your Club’s game against St. Louis on March 10, 2017. 
 

By letter to me dated February 17, 2017, the NHLPA, on behalf of Mr. Vermette, 

requested a review of the suspension pursuant to Playing Rule 40.5.       
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THE FEBRUARY 23 HEARING 

A hearing was held on February, 23, 2017 at the League office.  In attendance at the 

hearing were Mr. Vermette and his agent, Allan Walsh; Bruce Meyer, Don Zavelo, Roman 

Stoykewych and Mathieu Schneider of the NHLPA; Bob Murray of the Anaheim Ducks; 

Linesman Shandor Alphonso; and Dan O’Halloran of the NHLOA.  Joining me at the hearing 

were members of the League office staff, including Bill Daly, Colin Campbell, Stephen Walkom, 

David Zimmerman and Daniel Ages.  Also in attendance was Joseph Baumgarten from 

Proskauer Rose.  All parties were given a full opportunity to be heard and no challenges were 

raised to the fairness of the hearing.     

I indicated at the beginning of the hearing that I had reviewed video footage of the 

incident leading to the suspension, as well as the Officials’ reports referenced above.  The 

NHLPA stated that it was not necessary to review the video again.  The hearing consisted of 

testimony from Mr. Vermette, Mr. Walsh and Mr. Alphonso, as well as argument by the NHLPA 

(with response from the NHL) and input from Mr. O’Halloran on behalf of the NHLOA.     

ANALYSIS 

 I am required to determine whether the Category of offense assessed by the On-Ice 

Officials, and the length of the suspension imposed, were appropriate under the standards 

prescribed by Rule 40.  I have previously summarized my role in cases such as this as follows:   

I have generally approached such matters in the past by affording substantial 
deference to the Officials’ judgment and I will not lightly overrule the 
Officials’ decision unless I am satisfied there is clear and convincing evidence 
that they were wrong or, alternatively, that although their ruling may have 
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properly applied existing standards, there is nonetheless some overriding 
policy consideration that requires me to assess and revise those standards.  In 
re Appeal of Daniel Carcillo (June 3, 2014).1 
 

During the hearing, the NHLPA (as well as Mr. Vermette and Mr. Walsh) acknowledged 

that Mr. Vermette’s conduct violated Rule 40 and should be punished by a suspension.  The 

Union argued that a suspension of five (5) games would be appropriate.   

According to the Union, Mr. Vermette’s conduct did not involve the “deliberate 

application of physical force to an Official” (Category II), but rather involved conduct that 

“physically demeaned” an Official (Category III).  The NHLPA also presented evidence 

indicating that Mr. Vermette has been a model citizen during his lengthy NHL career; that he is a 

role model for younger Players; and that there were mitigating circumstances that led to his 

conduct on February 14, which all who are familiar with Mr. Vermette would likely agree was 

uncharacteristic.   

Rule 40.3 provides generally that the application of physical force to an Official without 

intent to injure is a Category II offense (resulting in a minimum ten (10) game suspension).  Rule 

40.4, on the other hand, defines a Category III offense (resulting in a minimum three (3) game 

suspension) as one involving conduct that “physically demeans” or “physically threatens” an 

                                                           
1  As I have explained previously:   

The standard is akin to the test applied by an appellate court when reviewing the decision of the trial 
court.  It is – and is intended to be – a demanding standard that will be met only in unusual cases.  But I 
believe it to be consistent with the traditions of our game and with the clear need to vest on-ice officials 
with the authority to do their jobs.  In re Appeal of Andrei Nazarov Suspension (April 2, 1997); In re 
Appeal of J.J. Daigneault Suspension (March 5, 1997); In re Appeal of Craig Berube Suspension (Dec. 
30, 1995).  
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Official, or that involves the deliberate application of physical force when such force is “solely 

for the purpose of getting free of such an Official during or immediately following an 

altercation.”   

Here, the On-Ice Officials determined that Mr. Vermette’s conduct involved the 

deliberate application of physical force to Linesman Alphonso, albeit without intent to injure 

him.2  As indicated above, Referee McIsaac described the conduct as a slash and Referee Kowal 

described it as a short, forceful blow with Mr. Vermette’s stick to the back of Mr. Alphonso’s 

knee.  Mr. Alphonso characterized the blow as a “slash” in his own report and he did so again in 

his testimony at the hearing.  I have reviewed the video footage of the incident and I agree with 

those characterizations.  Although there does not appear to be any evidence of intent to injure the 

Official, the blow delivered by Vermette was not merely a “tap,” as the NHLPA suggested.   

The NHLPA cited three prior suspensions in support of its position that the conduct 

should be treated as a Category III offense.  All three decisions are distinguishable.   

First, the NHLPA cites the 2003 suspension of Vyacheslav Kozlov, who was suspended 

for three (3) games pursuant to Rule 76 (the predecessor of Rule 40) after he intentionally struck 

a Referee on the right arm and ribs with his stick.  The Kozlov suspension, however, is 

distinguishable for at least two reasons: 

(i) The determination to treat the conduct as a Category III offense, warranting a 

three game suspension, was made by the On-Ice Officials and neither the Officials 

                                                           
2  Had the determination been that there was an intent to injure, the conduct would have constituted a Category I offense, 
resulting in an automatic minimum suspension of twenty (20) games.   
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nor the Player requested Commissioner review.  By contrast, I am here reviewing 

a determination by the Officials that the conduct was a Category II offense.  As 

discussed above, and as explained in prior decisions, I will not disturb the 

Officials’ determination absent clear and convincing evidence that it was 

erroneous.  There is no such evidence here.  In fact, the evidence is compelling 

that the Officials were correct in their assessment of the conduct in question.   

(ii) The Kozlov incident occurred when the Referee “tried to intervene” after Kozlov 

had cross-checked another Player.  In other words, the conduct appears to have 

taken place during an altercation for the purpose of getting free of the Official, 

making the assessment of a Category III violation in that circumstance a more 

logical outcome.3 

Second, the NHLPA cites In re Appeal of Michael Peca (February 27, 2009), arguing that 

I sustained a determination there that the Player had committed a Category III offense when he 

grabbed an official by the arm while objecting to a “non-call” on a play.  The Union argues that 

Mr. Vermette’s conduct was no more serious than the conduct in Peca.  While I do not 

necessarily agree with that contention, the facts and procedural history of the Peca case render it 

unnecessary for me to reach that issue.  As noted in the Peca decision itself, the On-Ice Officials 

originally imposed a Category II suspension on the Player there and they changed their 

determination to a Category III suspension at the review hearing after hearing the evidence and 

                                                           
3  I note that Mr. O’Halloran indicated during the hearing that in the intervening years since the 2003 Kozlov suspension, 
the NHLOA has advised Officials of the importance of applying the provisions of Rule 40 accurately, and in express accordance 
with its language, and he offered his view that perhaps the conduct at issue in the Kozlov incident should not have been treated as 
a Category III offense, but rather as a Category II offense.   
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reviewing previously unavailable video footage.  In my decision, I indicated that “[t]heir [the 

Officials’] initial application of Rule 41 was fair and reasonable, as was their decision to re-

classify the penalty upon viewing the videotape.”  On that basis, I concluded that their 

reclassification of the conduct from a Category II to a Category III offense was reasonable under 

the circumstances and therefore appropriate.  I likewise find that the determination here that Mr. 

Vermette’s slash of Linesman Alphonso on the back of his leg was a Category II offense is 

entirely appropriate.   

Third, the NHLPA cites In re Appeal of Rob Ray (January 11, 2001), where I concluded 

that a Category II suspension should be reduced to a Category III suspension and increased the 

number of games above the minimum for a Category III violation.  There, however, the Player 

did not deliberately apply physical force to an Official.  As discussed in the decision, the Player’s 

“beef” was with the Referee.  While the Player apparently struck a Linesman while swinging his 

stick, he did so accidentally (as opposed to “deliberately”), and the “stick touch” was not the 

basis on which the Rule 40 penalty was assessed.  In Ray, the Abuse of Officials penalty was 

assessed in response to the Player’s later actions in throwing his stick on the ice in the general 

direction of the Linesman.  No intent to actually hit the Linesman in that case could be 

ascertained, and, significantly, the stick did not actually hit the Linesman.  Applying the plain 

language of Rule 40 in that case, I found that the Player had not deliberately applied physical 

force to an Official.   
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Here, by contrast, Mr. Vermette deliberately swung his stick and slashed Linesman 

Alphonso.  Applying once again the plain language of Rule 40, I find no basis to disturb the 

determination of the On-Ice Officials that this action constituted a Category II offense.   

The penalty for such an offense under Rule 40 is a minimum ten (10) game suspension.  

That is a substantial penalty – and appropriately so.  As is true of every Player in the NHL, Mr. 

Vermette learned at an early age that under no circumstances may a Player strike an Official, 

either with his stick or otherwise.   The fact that a Player may be distracted or under stress cannot 

excuse an offense or justify reducing it from a Category II to a Category III offense.  As I noted 

in Carcillo, “neither emotion nor frustration caused by a real or perceived missed call can ever 

constitute a mitigating circumstance for violation of Rule 40.”  While in a particular case, and 

one such as this, the ten (10) game penalty may seem harsh, the purpose of Rule 40 is to protect 

Officials and ensure the integrity of our game.  Therefore, any inappropriate conduct by Players 

vis-à-vis Officials cannot be condoned or tolerated.   

At the same time, I do not believe the circumstances here warrant imposing a suspension 

of greater than ten (10) games.  The NHLPA is correct that Mr. Vermette has been an exemplary 

citizen throughout his NHL career.  He has not been the subject of any prior supplementary 

discipline or suspension of any kind and he has incurred only two major penalties in his entire 

NHL playing career.  The conduct giving rise to his suspension here is, admittedly, an isolated 

incident that was clearly out of character for Mr. Vermette.  He exhibited sincere remorse both at 

the hearing and in his prior apology delivered to Mr. Alphonso.  The ten (10) game suspension 

mandated by Rule 40 is sufficient. 




